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STUDY OF SANSKRIT GRAMMAR IN TIBET 
-BHAJAGOVINDA GHOSE 
Cultivation of Sanskrit literature in Tibet, for more than 
a thousand years, commencing with the great religious kings is a well 
known fact. Lost treasures of Sanskrit literature are recovered from 
the most faithful and yet idiomatic translations in Tibetan language. 
To sustain the cultivation of Sanskrit literature study of grammar became 
an obligiltory discipline and Tibetan scholars made several worthy 
contributions in this matter. We intend to write on one such work 
described below and now an important accession in Namgyal Institute 
of Tibetology, Sikkim. 
Title of the work: SGRAHI-BSTAN-BCHOS-RNAM-BSHA 0-
HOD-ZER-BRGYA-PA; 13 I leaves mea,uring 20"X4" each; autilllr: 
HGYUR-MED-TSHE-DBANG-MCHHOl;-GRUBNGl-S-DON-BST AT<-
HPHEL; place of composition: KAH-THOG-RDO-RJE-GDAN; com-
posed in 14th RAB-BYUNG. 
Of all the Indo-Iranian linguistic records the oldest is the 
Rgveda. From the language of the Rgveda we can trace a steady devehp-
ment to classical Sanskrit through the later Samhitas and Brahmanas. 
For the clas;ical form of the old language the native grJ.mmarians Lsed 
the name Sanskrit, meaning-polished, cultured, correct (according 
to the rules of grammar), in contradistinction to Prakrta the speecn of 
the uneducated masses. (Burrow: Thc Sanskrit Languagc) ';'he 
process of development was accentuated by the remarkable achie\'l~nh'nts 
of early In(lian grammarilns, whose analytical skill far surpassed any 
achieve(l until much later in the western world. The influence of the 
ancient grammarians, was fully acknoledged in Panini' s Ashtadhjl)'i. 
The date of Panini is most commonly fixed in the fourth-fifth century 
B.C. The native tradition connects him with the Nanda King of 
Magadha. He was born in the north-west of Ir.dia at a village called 
Salatura near the modern Atak. 
Yuan Chuang saw a stJ.tue of Panini neJ.r Atak. PJ.nini's 
graml11J.r consists of some 4,000 J.phorisms. These were supplemented 
J.nd to some extent corrected by KatyayanJ.. An extensive commentary 
was written by Patanjali on PJ.nini' s J.phorisms. In later period grammati-
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cal works of diverse schools existed in abundance. But none of them 
have any independent' authority, being derivatiH:s completely from 
Panini. 
The earli(:'st among them was Katantra which was composed 
by Sarvavarman a contemporary of Satavahana dynasty of the Deccan. 
Of later works here mention may be made of the grammar of Candra 
(6th century A. D.) which achieved great popularity a~11(lDg the Bllddhists 
(Burrow) as Jainendra Vyakarana (C.b78) amnng the Jainas. Later 
the Polymath Hemacandra produced also for the Jains the Haima l)rakar-
ana. 
Other works which won local acceptance were mostly of 
tHer date. The Samkshiptasara of Kramadisvara-was composed after 
111)0 A.D. and was popular in western Bengal. Vopadeva's MllNdha-
bodiw and Kavikalpadruma won great popularity in Bengal and were 
written after 121)0 A.D. Padl11anabhadatta's Supadma Itj'akarana written 
about 1 37.1) A. D. was popular in Vangala. Sarasvati frakriyo along with 
its commentary by Anubhutisvarupacar;a was popular in 1\1agadha 
,md V aranasi. 
Here it is interesting to refer to a Tibetan grammarian like 
.t:J~~'a,~~.~~.~~~. ( alias :~r~·~.;r·~'l1) the compiler of lexicon-
-cum-grammar entitled ~9~' 'P, '9'::'" .;J'~~'~~·~r:.''l1r:..~r-6~'qQ:: 
'" - -.:::r~~' "1~'e~' '1'~' :Jill' ~.::.,' s· .q~~~'~1l 
(same as Prajm of 1771 A.D. published by Namgyal Institute of Tibeto-
logy, Lexicon-Dictionary Portions 196 I and X ylograph Reproduction 
1962). This eminent scholar categorically affirms the celebrity of 
Kalapa and Candra in introduction of the XIVth and last book rT]'!l.l'z;J~' 
c:.. ~~~~rW':::~::.'~t:·2r~'::"'I'l!'T]·~~· or rules from Kalapa Vyakarana for 
euphonic combination (Sandhi) and declension (Vj[Yhakti) of words (pages, 
27 1 3 1 9), in the following words: i3:J~~'q~·~.::.,·.q~·9~r:.·~9~.rf~' 
~ .......--. -..- ......-. ~ -....-- C'.. .....-
q~'~r~ ~'a:,~' q·.q~~·I'l!'~9~'qa,·.q~~·9(.J..'~r:.· :.]'.q5~'t.! I a.,Z::Y'l1~' 
"The Kolapa and Candra Vyokaranas famous in A ryadesa and 
Tibet are the two solitary stars like th(' sun and moon respectively and 
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are actually compiled with indispensible elements from great grammars 
like Ashtadhyayi (Paninian grammar) etc." 
The author of the Sanskrit grammar under discllssion also 
observes almost same in the following passage: ••.••• , •• l:I!~C:' 
Q'r-..~ -- ......,,--~ ..... - ¢' I.\~'~~"~(J.! ~~~r~~~r~'~l\'~~'~'~C:'l £!::rr~~:~~::,~~·tl1'~::r,~' 
.... _ "' .... _ eo-- -..-- eo-
~~!'::rF::~'rrr ~~'~~l~'o.j·t::l..,~'l1· :rw<5\' ~ ·~~·=:J~~·.f1C::: 'I 
"This text was much favoured in central and other parts of 
Arvadesa. It was the tradition to study at first Sarasvati vvakarana 
j ,.I 
,md then to introduce Kalapa and Candra Vyakaranas". 
Keith ohserves "The oldest among the later grammars proba',)ly 
Katantra (also called Kau1l1ara or Kalapa) certainly had much influence 
in Kashmir and Bengal. Originally of four books, it appears with supple-
ments both Tibetan translation an(l in l)urg,lsimha's commentary frag-
ments have been found in Centlial Asia and the Dhatupatha is extmt 
only in the Tibetan version" (A Hist()lY if Sanskrit Uterature, p. 431). 
Tihetan tradition "scribes to Sarvavarman the use of the grammar _ of 
Inclragornin, and the work seems to have been popular among i:he 
Buddhists in Nepal. The Candra-tyakafar;a was popular in the Buddhist 
countries Kashmir, Tibet and Nepal and had reached Ceylon (Ibid. 
p·4;r). 
Th(~ above mentioned facts and the author's observance, sl.'ch 
as that, AnubhutisrarupacGiya nude use of the Vyakarana Sutra of Ka-Tsan 
(i.e. Kalapa and Candra) in composing Sarasvati-Prakriya also shows 
that, this grammar is of third category. The author states that, Aca"ya 
wrote this grammar under goddess Sarasvati' s special favour, that thol.gh 
concise in form it is vast in meaning, and deals with grammatical ques-
tions, such as, gender, case, etc. 
Inspite of its being classed in third category, due to its compact-
ness and easy comprehensibility it was fovoured by (he ancient scholars 
of Magadha and Varanasi. In ancient time Magadha \vas the western 
adjunct of Vangala and therefore vve may guess its popularity in Vangala 
also. It invari"bly found its W3Y to Tibet. vi2 Nepal, through the disciFles 
and followers of the Three Panditas from Aryall~sa, referred to in the 
work under discussion. 
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Before we set out to speculate on the merits of this work 
~~ . .q~d\'.;::)~~:r~~rq+J,,·a;,\'~.:::.q~(=-ll it would be appropriate to 
notice the observations made by the author himself. 
Just after Prologue the author states that Acarya Anubhutis-
varupa was a Brahmin born in the country of Maharashtra in south of 
Aryadesa. The goddess Sara>vati herself favoured hint with the instruc-
tion on the system. of grilmmar celebrated after her name. Though 
this is "bridged in form yet is profound in meaning and deals with such 
subjects as gender and case section by section. So this grammar is 
flawless, thickly-set and unobscure. This contains the grammatical 
rules in specizl and general aspects and easily understandable; so it was 
favoured in central as welt as other parts of the Land of Enlightenmen t. 
The tradition was to break the ground with Sarasyat grammar and then 
proceed to study of Kalapa and Candra-vyakaranas. 
According to this work Pandita Balabhadra and Krishnamisra 
met T<lranatha and rendered both th& aphorisms and the dissertation 
ofSarasvat into Tibetan language, Taranatha also completed his commentary 
on Sarasvata Vyakarana; ~·:::i,]~·~·~·fc::~r~~.::.:s;r:S·.::'lcp::r!lr~·~· 
~<:"'- c;--..-.- -.." ......... -.-..,..-. 
"C::'!lp~'~r-fl'''~'9~' =:~c::·~·.q~~'r.r~=.I'll·~.~·.r ~ ~ '':;,:: ·.::,.q·S~' 'JZ,,'~~' 
%:\, ·.qEl':::'· ~c::.~ . .q~~·.:;~r:.J~r~ ~:ll' '-JO-,:.' 6,j£l~' i:E,,· '-1':; '~E%:\, l 
'" >.:) 
Later during the period of the Fifth Oala Lama ( %::iQ1''{'.q ::Z'rp·.:r ,~ 1-1 ~_ 
d;~'q~~~') hOarva Lotsava (the translator hailing from Oarva,) with 
-..:> 
the aid of the same two Pandita s translated the aphorisms and the 
dis~ertation into Tibetan. Againsin la tel' period h Jam-mgon Situ-rin-
po-che studied difficult topic of this grammar with the aid 
of qfa~Cffci1s;llJClfCf or 6;::r~%9'~"9·q. and it is said a new rendering 
of the dissertation of this grammar into Tibetan was written by him. 
"Although these early and later translations were elegant and 
excellent, those were too vast and deep, so it is very difficult for the 
people of current time to comprehend the same. Besides these hooks 
have now become rare. As in the later dissertations onlv declensions 
are given, but no formulae for deriving words are incl~ded. Those 
are so concise and difficult to comprehend that even a reader of such 
precious dissertations is very rare in Tibel". 
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"Some would stitt prefer the short treatise of Anubhutisvarupa-
carya because this will help them to enter into the yast literature on the 
subject, like Kalara and Candra-\ yakarana. 1 myself utilized a later 
transbtion of ,1phorism,; and its dissertation, and for the obscure points 
I looked up the commentary of Taranatha. I have adapted several 
principal words from the book entitled' ~'r~ilC\'~~'~~',\~I:' deal-
ing with d,~densjon for the utilization of the beginners, necessary 
cross references, above and below, are made ror convenience as tradi-
tional. In short, I have endeavoured to make this commentarY lucid 
and useful". . 
At the end acknowledgement is thus made, "Here ends the 
Sarasvati-Prakriya composed by the illustrious Parivrajaka Paramahamsa 
Acarya Anubhutisvarupa". 
Then there are verses at length discussing and culogising, the 
science of grammar. 
The concluding l;olio (13 I a) says. "Thus as the copies of 
commentary by Ol11ni~c;ent Taranatha on Sarasvat grammar is rare and 
as thi3 has much beLn fragmented in Tibet, so it has becoml difficult 
to introduce th:5 grammar to the begitmer'. The dissertation 3:ffililiT-( "":r~{S~'z:r) by Situ Rinpochc is" concise comment and difficult 
to un<ier"tand, and the text wa~ somevvhat corrupted through the fault of 
scribes. Therefore it was thought that a more lucill as well as simple 
commentary could be made available for the future". 
"While I ,vas contemplating this comnwntary and was proceeding 
on my slow wit I had the ever persistent encouragement at the hands 
of Bhikshu :::::n'~"'" -;::;,.t::l ;2:"'''''rcn':::qr' - '.z:,"';f'. who W,15 vastly 
, ·1 r:J- '"'" ::. '1--~ --t - 'I , - ~ ~~ # 
learned in both Kalapa and Candra-Iyakarana s\'stel11s. Myself hG),Llr-med 
tshe-dbang-mchog-grub-nges-don-bstan-hphel being a loyal elder monk 
of Kah-Thog am consciollsly devoted to the great Acarya of Orgyan--
Padmasambhava. The name be~towed upon me by my Acarya on 
the complel'ion of my study was, ~c.,~'r~~·.:;:j@l~·;q~·~~r;:,·Q,:E:~~r 
~p::;;~?·q.q~·~·6iat~·~·, I wrote inl4th Rabbyung, in the phaseoffull-
moon of twenty-second or twenty- third constellation (Sravana) corn~s­
ponding to July-August at Kahthog Dorjedan (1*~~·~~t11~5j·) in a 
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forest retreat for meJitation known as Yang-dhen-byang-chuh-shing 
(t.'.JC: '~:2!~'9C:' ~::r~c:) in the hours of break. The scribes wen' the 
impirers, Dorje Zinpa himself and .::., .. :r\.\9~~rq·q~~·0i:q~rRtf,l:l1·~~· 
The cllstomary invocation For "happines!> and welfare in all 
directions" is made in Sanskrit transcribed in TibGtan thus; 
"Although there are many obscure points in the text, my 
- -- - ~ h --1~'~~''::''..::J Q.,)~~ ~·..::J·~=.~·;~a::~'rar=:J~·;J-t-:;jr~E~· as 
thurough y checked the text on the hasis of Kalapa and Candra-
VyeJiwrana and Amarakosa and so on." 
A synopsis of the work 
The Foregoing is <l fret translation or the introductorv and 
cOlclusive portions of 1 he work under discllssion . We now present 
it, many interesting po ints for thL~ uti lization bv j he scholan and discuss 
some df them. T'hose are as folio,,, ;__ 0 
(1) Acarya AnubhutisviJrupa the author of Sarasvati-Prakriya; 
its utilitv and local celebrity. o , 
(ii) Brahmin Panel ita Ralabhadra and Krishnamisra meeting 
Ta;-anatha and translation of Anubhutisvarupa's grammar. 
(iii) TaranatLa's completion of the commentary on this 
grammar. 
(tv) hDar-ba-lo-tsva-ba's translation of the grammar with 
the aid of the two Panditas during the time of Fifth Dalai Lama. 
(v) Situ Rinpoche's study of this grammar with Pandita 
Vishnupati. 
(vi) Author's acknowledgements of new translations besides 
recourse to Taranatha's commentary. 
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(vii) Adaptation of words of genders from 
viii) The utility and value of translation of this grammar. 
(ix) Author's encouragement by Gclong dorie Zinpa erudite 
scholar in Ka lupa and Candra Vyaharana. 
(X) The author's title as master of grammar. 
(xi) Place and date of compilation. 
Now we propose to discllss the following points:-
(i) The authorship of the original (Sanskirt) work. 
The Indian grammarians of Sarasvat school, Harshakirti (16th 
century), the author of " 'aH~qa "lTg:'1To " (vide. Descriptive 
Catalogue of Sanskrit MSS, Ad)"'r Library, Vol. VI, No. 67~) a pupil 
of Candrakirti, who was honoured by Sahu Salem of Delhi (I t;'H-I t;t;) 
A.D.); and Ramcandrasrama (161)1) A.D.), the ;\llther of ~lT~tqa­
\I:<K-OCfr?'H: fij';g:Fa-"ff~<f)f (Ibid, No. 680); and the Tibetan 
grammarian Taranatha (lOt;. A. n.,) Darva Lotsava (conteporanous 
with hfth Dalai Lama), Situ Rinpoche and Gyurmc tshewang chogdup 
the present translator all testiiy to 3J1,~fa~ar~ql:qTti' as the author of 
e-H~a->r~m. As the tradition ascribes the original sutras to the 
divine authorship oi the goddc5S Sarasvati; the sutras are named 
~:'T{far(ffl~ just as the 14- sulras in Panin i' s gra IIl1nar attri buted to Si va are 
called JfT~~~~. Thus Anubhutisvarupacar;a became the founder of 
Sarasvata school. This assertion is further supported by the colophons 
found in theMSS of the work deposited in the Library or the Asiatic 
SOCiety of Bengal, viz :--
~f(f cflufrsraITa~~T1lTrt:J~fT'~;:~nlfT ~t:JTffT I 
~fa ~H~arsrT~'fH{~~ ~t:J fff+( I 
(vide. Nos. 4-4-I9 and 4-4-21 01 the Dc,criptive Cata!o9ue of Sanskrit AfSS 
of the Society Vol. vi) and by the introductory verse of the commentary 
called Siddhanta-Candrika (No.68o of Adyor Cawlo9ue VuI.Vl). The 
gloss contained in the Sarasvato-Prakr!ya has been ascribed to Anuhhutis-
varupacarya to whom the original sutras are said to have been revealed 
by the goddess Sarasvati. This has bten ascertained by the statLment of 
Darva Lotsava and the the present translator. ~·5=-'·t::.~·~·~QC:· 
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Main contention 01 both of them is that, Anubhutisvarupacarya Vias per-
sonally favoured by goddess Sarasvati in the composition of this grammar. 
As Darva Lotsava described the Acarya's naille as ~ ~.r~·t':\S::' ·.::r.:::.c:: 
.:::y~~·.,:!.3t: .. q. in Sanskrit the name should be rendered as 3f~'ifffi=~q-41~; 
Bhadra may be honorific sul'lix to the Acarya's nallle by a Tibetan gram-
marian, as Sambhota was honorific suHixed to Thonmi's name by his 
Indian Gurus. . 
Sarasvata l'rakriya is in the form of a text with commentary, the 
text being in sutra form and the commentary in ordinary prose. The 
tot, I Dumber of sutras comes to above 1,000 of which 700 are said to be 
orioinal and the rest additions made bv the commentators. The num-b J 
ber of tht: sutras in dii(erent Tibetan translations ot Krishnabhatta and 
Taranatha (Tanjur Catalogue No. 4-4-2 3, Vol. ~) Darn's 
Da Tilw and Gyurmc's Da-Do, have yet to be investigated from several 
versions reportedly exti'nt. The work is divided into two parts namely 
the Punaldha and the Uttarardha, the first dealing with Subanta or dec-
lension, and second Tinanta or conjugation, Krdanta or verbal prefixes. 
Thv author Govindacarya in his Sawsmta-Bhashya- Tika: Padacandrika 
divides the work into fiv~ Adhyayos, each containiI;g four padas and gives 
the contents of eaeh of the 20 padas thus:- l. Sanjna, 2-5, Sandhi, 
6- 8 _ Sllhvibhakti and Stripratyaya, 9. Karaka, 10 Samasa, I I Taddhita, 
12- 9. Akhyata and 20. Krt (vide. No. 4-4-4-3 of the Descrirtive 
Catet/ogue oj'the Sall.lkrit AfSS, in the collection of the Asiatic Society of 
Bensal, Vol. VI. 
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The date of composition of Saran at Prakriya ranges over a century 
from 121)0 AD to IHO AD. Sanskrit scholars like Surendra Das Gupta 
and Kunhan Raja do not mention at all the name of Anubhutisvarupacarya. 
Keith while discussing the chronology of Sanskrit grammars merely 
states Anubhitusvarupa was the author of Sarasvati Prakriya with com-
mentary (Keith: 11 HistJry <1 5ansk, it Literature, p.4- 32) but does not men-
tion the Acarya's birth place. The Adyar Catalogue (Vol.VI) presumes 
Anubhutisvarupacarya as an ascetic and a resident of Benaras. But we 
are not informed about the source of this presurnption. The present 
translator Gyurmed Tshewang Chogdup (19th century) states ~.t}.Jt:.' 
f.\~rfl~· ~'lrfs~~r (§:r~:?~·~~.r ~. 30;1' ~'~~t:..~~. ~~~. ~'f.\f-]t:::~r 
-..:;> "" ='" -.,-. -- :;:-. ___ -.. _ e" 
.:.ji':l '~J.q'- ,.I;;'r,;.,' t"t'.·::rr:.::·~'~ ""i:')~':~' ~'r.:I !:]- '.:::J'" C' .qre: . {' 
""I r:J '--'-1 "''1 -1.-;:; J r-.. --..:'\ ~'" "-::> \..J"'" "'" ~-1 
-..:;> Q. ~ .... 
"" (m ~~; Fol. 2 b. ) i.e. 
"Acarya Anubhutisvarupa a high Brahmin by caste was born in the country 
of Maharashtra in the south of A ryadesa , , . The colophon (Fol. 130 
a) reading ~~·",qr:.r ~~.~t:.~'~'~' .qQ,'::r~' R~~'~.q' ~~.~~.~. 
"" _ C"'--C'"> ~_~ e--- - ---..-
~9~:.:::J'~C'.:::J~~':!re~·Q~'~:r:~~'~r.l.,·~.:::J·1·:J~·q·~~~·~· 
is clear that the author was ~r+rq: -qf{<;fr:ijtfi-q-{+r~ij"-3f:!~fCjli>Iff:qTrf 
(as we restore from Tibetan). The term Paramahamsa occurring in 
Tibetan transcription confirms the statement of Adyar Cata\ogLce that the 
author was an ascetic. 
As regards his works and disciples we know from T.M. Tripathi's 
introduction to TarkasamBraha of Anandajnana (NO.3. Caekward's 
Oriental Series). 
I) That Anubhutisvarupacarya was the same as the precep-
tor of Anandajnana, the author of the Tarkasamgraha. 
2) That he had besides Anandajnana, another disciple called 
Narendrapuri alias Narendranagari a commentator on the Sarasvata-
prakriya. 
3) That he was the author of some more works, namely-
I. GaudapadakarikaBhashyaTika, 2. Nyayamakaranda Samowha, 3. 
Nyayadipavali l-jakhya Candrika, and 4. PramanamalaNibandha. 
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4) That he was a contemporary of Vopadeva (I 26oAD). the 
author of lrfugdhabodha- vyakarana. As regards Narendrapuri mentioned 
above, he is said to be the author of the Sarasvata-Prakriya in No. 
793 of the 1.0. Catalogue, Part I, (Atlyar Catalogue, P. 21 ;). But the 
statement has been refuted by T.M. Tripathi in the introduction to the 
Tarkasamgfaha, as the fact is not supported by Tibetan 3Ources. 
Besides the works mentioned above one more work namely 
Bha[Javad[Jita Bhashya Tippalli goes by Anubhutisvarupa's name. A copy 
is available in the Adyar Library (Ibid. Vol. VI). There are various 
MSS on Sarasvata Vyakarana (Nos 660-6}6 and its different sections. 
One in Oriya script and in Palm leaf, others in Devanagari script on 
paper. Evidently this school of grammarians represent an attempt 
to simplify the grammar of Panini. 
(ii) Authorship of the Tibetan text. 
Nothing much is kno'wn about the composer of this work, 
besides his short autobiographical account and his note about his patron 
monk towards the end of the work. 
His personal name ~5:;"'~~':i'~:::Y:'~i;""~' t;!].cr~~.r~·:::Y~~· 
'"' "" ~~r:ll' and the name he received from his Acarya ':;;i:.~' ~~ . .:::J~~' 
~~·;Sfr~~·~~~"1·~~·~~~·~,~~·~·~g-o;~· are alre,)(ly described. 
The author describes himself and his patron thus: ~~. ~".~.~. 
~~. S~'~ ~·~'~·o'~·~~·r:ll·ql~'~·~~·F:;'·~· a;:;"'1' ~~'r:r~i:.~·.;;r ~E:;" 
.... 
-.- eo-.. ~......- _~ ~., __ t:ff' ~ ~ 
~3i' :JQ,' "::rr~i:.·~·E:~!a~·~· i:.t11. ~.o::'~' i§:1C;'~"i'r::;~'C;3i':::~'.:::J~Q.J''l~' 
, , 'I ~ ! ~ I I , ~ 
-- -. ~ -,. -....-- <:'- --- ......- - -....-- ::l :!I~'S~P)l ~~·qT~·~!9~·l::I'~·~~·~· ~~'"q3i' ~~. ~·q~·~,r~·'trr..r~!r 
~ ~ ~ 
,. -.. ___ -...- eo-- -. .......- ~ ~ eo-
&,fi>~·,,~~·"i~r ~~"r£jq' ~'';;~'~' ~'1~£j~' Q~·~~:~J"~:tNi:.· £j'~i:..~~' 
- -........,. ~ - ~ .... - ~ -,..---..-
9~' ~'V~::!r~\'~'" a;'~~i:.' ~a;9' t;!].q'i:.~'"a;' :::JI~~'~~rlI' r..t~·V~~· "qa;' 
'" ~ 
c::--. C'. ,. ::--.--- C'" --::!J~':::Y79~' ~""£j' :W~',,' ~i:.~' ~~. Q~"'.q\.\' ~'~~';~~~1' ~".~~~. 
'" 
_dC' ...... -. c--. _1If' <:"<- ---__::'"- e-.. -." 
.~+1~·:!1'~~l.\·~r~~r.:::J:!rq~·~·C;?·~·~·~·~~~·i)~·:!r:Al:;,·~~·Il.l·"qr..t. 
____ e--.. -. c-.. ~ - ___ .... 
1;~9'~'a'9,,~' :;J·tNi:.·~.q~· Si:.·~.q·,~i:.· 9'~9~' r:l"'~' ~.::t·F~· 5'~~' 
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• c- ~ ¢' - ~ """'-C' ~;;;;J~r ~Q~r~' ":J.::J' .q.~.: .::J:;J~r ::'1~':N' ;.~' .q'~' 'l~Q.r .q'z:r~~' ~C::''::''l' 
~ ~ 
__ ... ,... :::- a- ~ 
I":l q;;:.j~'':1' 'l~Z::;' di;J~r~~r.:n·(;ldi·:::n.'(,~·1TJ Q., :::~..r q::.r!i-J' .q~' • , , , . , , \\~ l I -1 """\ 'I; ~- -, '<:.;;' 
"" He makes an acknowledgement to his own pupil: 
C'- ... ...- __ __ __ __ e--...... C' 
crr~q'~'q~'~~' ~q'i.\S~~' ~'q'i.\~~' ~5JC:~'§r=::J'*'l' ~~9' ~5:~'~~r 
~. "" 
~~·~=ll'~=-1l~·.q~'q§~'.q~'~!:!·;::J~rlll1 It is intt'l'esting to note that 
lhe celebrated author of Prajm (1771 A.D). acknowledges his own 
meeting with the author of the work under discussion. Thus: ~~. 
--- ~......, ,_ ;::::-.. e--.. ~-. 
~a;:'\~f~'~~~'~~' ,; '",.::]::'';'(£'9' r:;J.::r~.::J~·r::'9==9~' .q~'a;~'~'~~ 9' 
""'1 ....;. -....;> .....:> ~~'~;'.q~'9~r.qa,·~~·~~' .. , . (Prajna, Fol, .P 9a NIT) 
'..:> 
hGyur-med-tshe-dhang comp:)sed this text in q.th Rab Byung which 
correspond~ to 1807-r867. He is known as dge-;-tse-rin-po-che, ge-
tse being the name of his clan. His disciple is Ze-chen-dbon-sprul 
mthu-stobs-rnam-rgyal-- l\amgayal' s di"ciple is mkhyen-rtse-kong-
sprul and his diSciple is hlu-mi-pham. According to some Lama scholars 
further information might be available from a Namther called Rig-
hdzin-tshe-dbang-nor-lmi-rnam-th,r. 
(iii) The place and date of composition. 
The prologue of the book clearly states: In this country of 
Tibet Bnhmin Pandita Balabhadra and Krishnambra met Taranatha 
and translated both Sutra and its Prakriya of Sarasvat Vyabrana. It 
seems that Balabhadra and Kri,,jmamisra -first introduced th!: grammar 
into Tibet, while Taranatha made a commentary on it. Th~ place of 
translation was obviously Jonang Monastery in Central Tibc~t. Then 
later on during the Fifth Dalai Lama's time Darva Lotsava trall:llated the 
grammar with the aid of two Panditas, Balabhadra and Gokulanilthamisra. 
Here the present author states that two Panditas collaborated with Darva 
Lotsava but does not mention their names. But circumstantial evidence, 
confirms that they are the same Panditas. So we can place both the 
translations in the same century beginning with the second half of the 
seventeenth. 
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Present work was undert1 ken bv the author, when he was 
blessed hv his AC'lrya Ge10ng dorj<' Zinp,l,'\vith the n,lme of gr,mmurian 
Tshang,ai Zadpai LDdoclan, in the 14 h Rab Byung (1 807- 1867 of 
Christ,lin er,t) , in the phase of full-moon of t\\cllty-:;euwd or twenty-
third constellation (Sra\,1Oa) corre~poml;ng to July-August) (~l'a;r 
;n·i3i9'.q~~·i5Ci·:n ~':;"~~'i.l.I') at dPal-kah-thog-rdo-rje gdan monastery 
..,d. - , ,J 
in Kham in a forest retreat knov,n as Yang dben('vH'I1) byang-chub-shing. 
We have already stated the /ilct, that the author of Prajna 
completed his lomposili~JI1 01 the text during the New Year-days of 
13th cycle. (Vide under (ii», while the work was seen hy 1~Ef!::fj' 
c:.ta;:;l'r~'lJ·o-':!J:'I\·~,\·~·,\.qt:.·~~'l·::J.q· But he h,.s not exactly mentioned 
~ -....::> ~ 
in which part icular year of 13th cycle he comp'eted his work. But 
the accepteJ date ofPrajna (1771 A.D.V. Pa:jn;l. NIT. Pub. 1961, p. 
Foreword. IX) and present author's reference of date ~·ar'l~r~·a:r 
14th Rab Byang, can place the date of composition of present work 
in the beginning of 19th century. 
(iv) Utilization of Buddhist and non-Buddhist ",orks. 
We have alreadv made ref~rence to S:lmkrit and Tibetan .. vorks 
thai our author thus Ll,ilized in tLlnsiaiion. Dcina Loba\,\ who Iransla-
ted this grammar under the in~tntction of the} i.l h Dalai Lama () 61]-
1682), contended that first full tran,btion was Dcn',a's 0\\11. However, 
the Fifth Dalai Lam", who had another name as gr,nnmarian c .. :~,?·tir.::;· 
~iI·i:I.::r.qW"i·o.:t:.'~";i:.l·.knew a half composed but authentic and terse 
'I '.....:;) 'I ' "'" , 
translation by ~'~~'ari',:::r and other translations of the work. His 
reference to other transJ~tions nHY denote the tran"lation of Taranatha 
who was almost an elderly con;mporary of the Fifth Dalai Lama. 
According to our author G yurmed tshewang Chogclup, Pandita 
Balabhadra and Krishnamisra fIrst introduced and translated this work 
after having met Taranatha. Then again under the Fifth Dalai Lama 
with the aid of aforestated two Panclitas Darva rendered this work. 
Again in later times O-,=5:r ~.:rj~.~. C;.~~. ,q.:i.,' after having discussed 
.¢ 
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difficult points of the grammar with Pandita Khyab-hJug-bdag-po 
made the new translation. 
Inspite of so many good translations by celebrated scholars 
being available value of the present one acconJing to its author is due 
to its abridged form and easy comprehensibility. 
The author clearly states that he has utilized the Sutra (aphorism) 
and the Prakriva (disse rtation), the new translation and the commentary 
by Taranatha, ~nd the genders from a book entitled ~z::r ~~Q.,' ~~. ~~: 
Q., 3= '\ 
-.:; 
There is no doubt, that the present author was aware of two 
big grammars-Kalapa and Candra Vyakaranas, which is referred to 
by the compound formation Ka-Tsan (Ka and Tsan standing for Kalapa 
and Candra respecti vely) and local acceptance of Saran'at in central and 
other parts of Aryadesa. So the fact that the author in the first half 
of ) 9th century probably utilized these two grammars goes without 
saying. This is evidenced by his reference to his direct diSCiple brda-
sprod-Rab-hbyams-smra -ba-h Jam-dbyangs-blo-gros-mchog-hdzin, who made 
final revision of his translation with the aid of the Ka-Tsan and so on. 
Among those two major grammars Kalapa was undoubtedly a 
work of non-Buddhist author Sarvavarman, under Siva's special favour. 
The legend brings him into contact with Satavahana. This work was 
popular in Kashmir an(1 Bengal (Keith: A History oj Sanskrit titeIature). 
But the founder of Candra school of Sanskrit grammar, Candragomin, 
flourished probably in the period between 4-65" and H4 A.D. His 
authorship and date have been established on firmer grounds in the 
Va J:yapa d!.Ja . Bhartrihari mentions Bajji, Sauva and Haryaksha as gram-
marians, who went before Candracarya and who by their uncritical 
method contributed not a little to the neglect of the Mahabhashya ot 
Patanjal i . As this observation accords well with Kalhana's account of 
the fate of Mahabhashya as well as with the curious legend recorded in 
a late Tibetan work, Sumpa's Pag-sam-zon-zang (Pt.i.pp. 95"-96), the 
story is reproduced in S.C. Vidyabhu5an: History rif Indian L08ie, pp. 
j 34- H (vide. S.K. De, Bengal's Contribution to Sanskrit Literature, 
Indian Studies Past &. Present, Vol. 1. NO.4, pp. n 5-576). Regarding 
Sumpa's censure of Patanjali haVing plagiarised on Candracarya 
it has been assumed that this Candracarya is no other than Canclragomin. 
B. Liebich, who has recovered and edited from Skt. MSS, as well as 
from Tibetan version, with full indices in ) 8905 is of opinion that Candra 
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flourished probably in the period between 465 and 544 A.D. The 
Candra;ya:arana is certainly earlier than the Kashika of Jayaditya and 
Vamana; for Kashika appropriates without acknowledgement thirty-
five origirul Sutras o[ Canclra's grammar which had no parallel in Panini, 
but which Kavvata distinctly repudiated as un-Paninian. All accounts 
agree that Ca~(1ragomin wa; a Buddhist, and this is supported not only 
hv his honorific Buddhist title-Gomin, but also by the Mangalc:sloka of 
V~itti whi,_:h pays homage to Sarvajna. S. levi r;lying on the mention 
hy I-tsing of a great man named Candra Kouan (official) or Canclradasa, 
who lived like a Bodhisattva, in his time in central India and composed 
a musical play on the Visvantara would identify this Candra VYith Candra-
gomin. A Tibetan source, Taranatha, in making Candra a contemporary 
of Sila, son of Harshavardhana, woul(l place him at about 700 A.D. 
Tibetan tradition does not distinguish the gra'11marian Candragomin 
from the philosopher Candragomin; Vidyabhusan however distinguishes 
a grammarian from aphilosopher; while Taranatha states 'born in Varendra 
in the east', the Codier Catalogue states 'inhabitant of Barendi' in eastern 
India; Surnpa says 'born in Bangala'. S.K. Chatterji believes that the 
surname Gomin corresponds to the modern Bengali cognomen "gui". 
For further information vide S.K. De's article "Bengal's Contribution 
to Sanskrit Literature", Indian Studies Past &. Present, Vol. I. NO.4. 
July, 1960, pp. 5]1)-1)77. The tradition of Candragomin is supposed 
to have been maintained in Bengal by two well-known Buddhist grammarians 
Jinendrabuddhi and Maitreyarakshita. 13cngal had admittedly been the 
ultimate place of refuge of most major and minor systems of Sanskrit 
grammars, including the Katantra (Kalapa), the Mugdhabodha, the Samks-
hiptasara and the Sarasvata (Ibid, pp. 591-593). According to S.K. De 
the Candra Vyakarana however is a much more remarkable work, which 
had currency at one time in Kashmir, Nepal. Tibet and Ceylon (Ibid. 
p. 57 8). 
It is a well-known fact that all the major post- Paninian grammars 
were influenced by and improved upon the rules of Panini. We thus 
find a Tibetan translation of later Paninian work Pl'akrira-kaumudi of 
-' 
Ramachandra. 
But in Tibet Kalapa and Chandra were favoured in the beginning 
while later Tibetan grammarians and translators preferred the Sarasvata. 
Obvious cause of its popularity have been discussed by the present author. 
We find that Taranatha and Sumpa Khenpo and other Tibetan scholars 
have discussed at length the life and works of Candragomin because 
of his being a Buddhist and the celebrated composer of hymns of Tara 
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and Manjusri, (on Canclragomin's Arya-Tara-Antaravalhidhi, see S.C. 
Vidyabhus,m's Introduction to Sarvajnamitra's SraadhaTastotra-samaTaha 
(Bib. Ind., Calcutta, 1908 pp. XX f) Later the Sarasvat grammar 
came to he adorned for its having originated from goddess Sarasvati. 
In Tibetan pantheon Sarasvati is supposed to be the emanation of Tafa-
SUa. These sentiments accounted for the celebrity of Anubhutisvarupa's 
work in Tibet down to the nineteenth century. The present author's 
eulogy identifies Sarasvati with ~her-phyin-yum or Prajnaparamita. 
- I" - C"-~~. =l1~~' -~. "~'.q~"" ;ja,\'-1~' ti~'~~l 
...; ~ ~ ~~, ~ ~ 
~':;;S~~'1!'~~~~'~I::JC~'~,9t:~ri55)'~m 
'V 
Taranatha in his Chos-hbyung states, "Although Indra-vyakarana is 
famous in Tibet as the most ancient grammar and haYing originated in 
Lha-yul-I-kanm, this was not originated in Aryadesa. The Candra-
vyakarana, which is translated in Tibetan, concurs with that of Pani-pa 
(Panini's grammar) whereas Kalapa Vyakarana coincides with that of 
Indrahi-lugs (lndra vyakarana system.)" 
The Aindra tradition being prior to Panini Cs-th century B. C.) 
is also strong in Sanskrit literature. It is found in the Taittiri,'(} Samhita, 
where it is ~ajd that, gods approached Indra to elucidate sp~ech (vacam' 
l)'akaru). Patanjali speaks of Brihaspati, the teacher of the gods, ex-
pounding to the king of gods the science of grammar. The legendary 
account of Katha-sarit-sagara and the Birhaspati manjari that it was the 
Aindra school which was supplanted by Panini's work is strongly supported 
by Yuan-chuang's allusion to the establishment of grammatical rules 
In- Indra. The existence ot Aindra system has been dealt with in detail 
b)' Burnell in his paper On the Jindra ,System ?JSanskrit Grammarians (V.S. 
Agrawala, india as Known to Panini, p. 16). The Tibetan historians 
clearly suggest two parallel systems of grammars. In Tibetan view, 
like Panini and Kalapa, Sarasvata also has divine origin. Its divine 
origin and its orthodox lineage with Panini through BuddEist grammarian 
Candragomin inspired so many Tibetan grarnmarians to collaborate with 
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the custodians of the homeland tradition to bring out many profound 
and faithful dissertations, commentaries and translations. We have 
already referred to the fact that three Brahmin panditas collaborated 
in th~ tr"nslation of the text in diffierent dates. 
(v) Contacts between Pandita Balabhadra and Krishnamisra 
and Taramtha, the Great Fifth and two Panditas, Situ Rinpoche and 
Pandita \ ishnupati. 
H ere we discuss each contact following the chronological 
sequence adopted by the author ot the present text. 
The author does not state anything beyond that Pandita Balabhadra 
, ) 
and Krishnamisra met Taranatha and that Taranatha completed his 
commentary on this grammar. But Darva Lotsava of 17th century 
throws some further light. 
Darva states that Fifth Dalai Lama found the authentic but incomplete 
translation by one Lha-mthong Lotsava, and commanded Darva to trans-
late this grammar according to instructions of these two Pandita brothers. 
So under the patronage of. the Fifth Dalai Lama Darva studied Sarasvata 
along with other grammatical works under Mahapandita Balabhadra 
and Pahdita Gokulanathamisra, Brahmin residents of Kurukshetra. 
Here we have to note 'Mahapandita' attribute in case of Balabhadra, 
and that Darva, who hailed from upper valley of gTsang belonged to 
Nor-hdzin-yangs-se family. His full name is Ngag-dbang-phun-tshogs 
Ihung-grub and his name as grammarian is Tshe-dbang-rab-brtan-rdo-
rje, and that he completed translation in a period of six months living 
at Potatla Palace. Whether Darva visited Arvadesa, as both the Panditas 
visited Tibet, and it so when, are matters t~ be yet investigated. But 
in Derge Catalogue of Tanjur, in Sna-Tshogs (miscellaneous section) 
we find one Krishnabhatta is collaborating with Taranatha in translating 
brDa-sprod-dbyangs-can, but the name of the author is missing. May be 
Krishnabhatta, Krishnamisra and Gokulanathamisra are the same person. 
Confirmation awaits till further investigation. 
One fact is firm that author of present book hGyur-med-tshe-
dbang-mchog-grub, Pandita Balabhadra, Kdshnamisra, Taranatha, 
Darva and the Fifth Dalai Lama, all are contemporaneous. 
The only obscurity is about the second pandita. \Vhile Darva 
names him as Gokulanathamisra, the present author mentions him as 
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Krishnamisra. In the Fifth Dalai's work there the name occurs as 
Gokula "who along v'lith Pandita Balabhadra taught Panini in Tiber". 
In the earlier Indian tradition we come across a Krishnamisra, 
the author of famous allee:orical drama Prabodlw-candrodava or "The 
moon-rise of true knowle~lge". The date of dramatist Krishnamisra 
is fIxed with some certainty from his own refen'nce in the prologue to 
one Copala, at whose command the play was written to commemonte 
the victory of his friend King Kirtivarman over the Cedi King Kana. 
As Kilrna is mentioned in iln inscription dated iOlt! A.D., and as an 
inscription 01 the Candella King K i'rdv:: n.-a~1 is also dated 1098 A.;)., 
it has been concluckd that Krishnamisra bdonfJcd to the second ]-_alf 
of th~' 11th centur:,' (D<1~Gupta: A ((i·;to:) orr;;an~krit Literature, p. 48 ). 
Thccefore, j(rishnami'l'a the drJm"ti:;t ilnd Krbhn'l;nisra (or Gokulanatha-
misra) the Indian DJndit in Tibet, are ,eparate from each other b, a 
gap o! mort- than' iive centuries. • 
We know of (;okulanatha Upadhyaya, the illustrious NlO-
L)g:ician and Vedantist born in lhe ill' 1640-50" in Mithila (Dini ~h 
Chandra B!1\ttachar~'lJiIstciJ oj\a}Q i'{Y(l)Q iHil ila, p. 193). WcquJte 
Ilt're thl.; fullowing from Coklllanatha's commentary (Pradipa) on VaC1S-
pati's Dvaitu 1\iIJlaya" "srCfI:!;"f #.IqilT~ifCffili!~iI ~f~qcarl1f\lo<n~HIC'q­
q~n:qt (ijTf'elCfC'qTfC{C'qc~ ll:" 
]ivanat1la is dated about 1400 A.D" he was evidently not alive 
when Sankaramisra took le:'son from his younger brother and Pll)i\ 
Bhavanatha (about '+25 A.D., Ibid, Fp. 113-114). Mangroni near 
JVladhubani the native village of Gokdanatha Upadhyaya became as 
famoll~ as Navath ira or Varanasi because of GokL1lanatha (lbid, p. 191). 
It is said that Gokulanatha left ;'v1ithila in his earh lite and was a courtier 
of a Muh'lmedan I.?) Fateh 5ah of Carhwal at the foot of the H imalavas 
(Sinha's History c:f Tirhut, p. 1 33, cited in Bhattacharya's, HisWIJ' 
NillJa i'{yaya in Mithila, p. 195). He must have gone there in the kst 
quarter of the century as Fateh Sah died in 1699 A.D. There he wrote 
seven works. Then he adorned the court of Maharaja Madhava Simha 
of Mithila . (1700- I7 39, A.D.). According to tradition Gokulanatha 
died at Varanasi, when he was 90 years old. The c1ate of his death is 
surmised to be in the decade 1730-40 A.D. (Ibid, p. 19 n. Although 
in Bhattacharya' 5 work we do not find Gokulanatha to be a gra mmaria;1, 
yet he states that his cousin and pupil ]ivanatha Misra of Mithila 
author of Vibhaktyartha-nifnaya (Chowkh. Ed 1902, p. 477). treated tne 
subject in such a masterly way both fronl grammarian's and logician's 
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point of view that even Gokulanatha must have yielded his palm to him 
in many places. (Ibid, p. 197). 
Therefore, Gokulanatha who was born in 164-0 A.D. and was a 
courtier of King of Garhwal in western Himalayas, might have visited 
eastern Himalaya (Nepal) and had contact with Tibetan scholars like 
Taranatha and Situ. It is important to note that Mithila (Tirhut) 
is geographically contiguous to Nepal Himalayas. So we may place 
Gokulanatha Upadhyaya as elder contemporary of Taranatha and the 
Fifth Dalai. while Darva speaks of Gokulanathamisra as Brahmin 
from Kurukshetra the Fifth Dalai clearly states that the same was from 
Varanasi, (vide. rgya-bod-hor-sog-gi-mchog-dman-bar-pa-rnams-Ia-hphring-
yig-snyan-ngag-tu-bkod-pa-rab-sn yan-rgyud-mang-shes-bya-ba-bsuhgs, VoL 
E' Fo l. 1 27 a). 
Generally Misra is a well-known title of Maithili Brahmin 
and is alternately known as Upadhyaya. So this Gokulanatha Upadhyaya 
might have been for sometime at Kurukshetra. 
We know from Darva that Pandita Balabhadra was the brother 
of Gokulanathamisra and that the brothers met Taranatha. But it 
is not known where the meeting took place, while Taranatha in the 
Chos Byung does not mention these names, the Fifth Dalai in his works 
(Vol I!, Fo1.127a) affirms that the two brothers visited Tibet, ex-
pounded Panini and returned to India. 
In Indian traditional literature we find the name of Balabhadra. 
One Balabhadra is a character in Dandin's Dasa-kumara {.arita (7th century, 
Das Gupta). Another Balabhadra was one of the brothers of Govardhana 
a contemporary of Jayadeva, the famous lyric poet of Bengal towards 
the end of 12th century. 
Another Balabhadra, the profound scholar of Navya-Nyaya, 
from Varanasi belonged to 15th century (Bhattacharya: History C!I Nmya 
Nayaya, p. 102). So the Balabhadra of Tibetan tradition (17th century) 
was among the last to have this popular name. 
We know 'from the introductory page of the book that, h Jam-
mgon-si-tu studied some obscure points of this grammar through the 
aid of one Pandita Khyab-hJug-bdag-po. "s~rS~'~=-R'~2if~'~'J' 
~~''fi~.rq ~'7' sq' ~~tl"r ~~ClT 'if rll~' ~1f:\' r:n,~~' ~~~. 9~~'~'" 
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Here the author does not give the Indian name of the scholar. But 
as the Tibetan tradition prefixes the title. Pandita denoting a scholar 
from Aryadesa, the Indian name was rendered into Tibetan probably 
because the Indian Pandita was better known by this Tibetan form. 
The original form was fq~~qrf+{'l or fqt'i~a-. In the famous 
Sanskrit-Tibetan Lexicons and translated scriptures we find Sanskrit 
equivalents of .:::t~qT:q; as OIfiolqfa- (il1ahavyutpatti, etc) anfiol~, 
~p;rR, qfa- also ~rf+{'l. Dasabhumi Sutra-~ • .:::t.Q":.r ,Njayavindu, etc). 
In our investigation with Jamgon Situ's works the exact equi-
valent for Khyab-hJug bdag-po is found to be f~orqfu 
'" 
In a recent edition of Ta'i-si-tu Rinpoche's work en tilted 
l~:~·~~·",2f~·r.r Tfj~' =l~di'~~'~~' 3~'~'~C:'~(ll' 5c:~rq~' .:::t~·.:r~· 
S~·~"lt·~ ~r(lfC:·~~·9·,cr.:.:7~9~r~ or the autobiography and diaries 
of Situ Rinpoche (Ed. Lokesh Chandra and with a foreword by E. 
Gene Smith, New Delhi, 1968), we find Situ states his meeting with 
Vishnupati. 
Situ met Vishnupati many times during king Jagajjaya Malla 
whose reign according to Regmi covered 1722-1736 A.D. (Mediaval 
Nepal, Pt. II, Calcutta, 1966. p.I78). Situ's first visit to Nepal was in 
1723 in a place called Kyin-Tol (~~'~') (in a temple dedicated to 
hJig-rten-dbang phyug (Lokesvara). The personal name(~t:~.r~c:') 
of illustrious old Brahmin Pandita from Tirahuti (~':':"':(j' ~a;') was 
-.", 
Bacchur Oja, and his name as a Vedic scholar (~qr§~'~'~c'') was 
Vishnupati (!JC;.:t.~.) ~.:.:7~·"'~·~~·~·)·:':"·!~7'~~·~~·:S·.qt'P:'l~·:q; 
IQ -.....:> ~ ,.. 
"" -.. ~ ~ ~ -..- .,.... -... c--C"- ¢' C"-- -... a;~,p:!l?·rr~C:~·d=.lC:·'lo·:~:G't·=-1 ~9' 9~'~' ;:.!C, • .:::t ~ . .::r~;-.:=:.:..· .:::t·~·CNC:· 
~ .., 
i.Nc:·F~·o~·~·9c'·1l (~;J'£l:':'" .qTfj~''''£3~' Fol, 65'-66, 67 a). 
-.","-" , 
Situ also states that, he talked with this Pandita 
in Sanskrit but at first he was facing difficulties- the Pandita regularly 
rectified his pronunciation and then he talked with ease. Then the 
Pandita certified Situ for his apt pronunciation. Situ had manifold 
discussions on grammar and logic. He attained proficiency in Indian 
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lite.-ature in general and specially in grammar. 
inv:~stigated in the COl11l11cntanc made b,' 
For this purp05e he 
Kill (r;:J~rqg~~":r) 
-...;; 
Thi, N.1g.1 W.1S l110st 
of 17th century r\. D. 
probably N.1gojibhatta, the f.1mous gr.1l11marian 
Situ also re.1el Brahmin Pandit.1 Bh.1ttoji-dikshita's 
( ':':'7~' ~ 'rr,' ~~) commer.t.1rY on Ama:akosha, Subhuticandr.1's 
""? "':. r.:.. p,. 
commentary on Amarakosha, ,Vanarthakosha of Medinikar.1 (~'~C:' 
.... -- -d-::--"" d ::n'~'J~ Y'l::"=-'~l''::-'ci ·m· .. · an so on . 
... 1· .... ~Ll'i-l~ ,-) 'r"'" 
("- r.... 
In conclusion we may say that the beginnings of Sanskrit studies were 
l11al:e in the scyenth century (632-650 AD) by ROy.11 schol.1r Thonmi-
Sambhot.1. A thorough knowledge of S.1nskrit gr.1l11mar .1l1l1 voc.1bubry 
W.1~, the sinc CIU.1 non fe·r the work of tr.1nsbtion of S.1nskrit texts into 
Tibtan (See N. DL".tt\ foreword Prajna, NIT, 19b1). As the 
inVc'rltor of science of eXI)ressi,J11, ~~"~ci' "~I' 1).1nini was almost 
;0 , -; " -1 "'" .. "' . 
.1poJ1eosized Il1 Tibetan tradition. As Professor N.1lill.1ksh.1 
Dll: t S.1)'s: "Reg.1rcling Paninl the texts mention that he 
was born at 13hirukavan.1 in the west (prob.1bly north-wl'st) .1]1(1 th.1t 
tho,'gh he was .1 brah.1l11ana, he W.1S strongly inclined to the Buddltis[ 
f.1ith, .1nd th.1t he attained proficiency in gr.1!1lmar (s.1bcla,as 1'.1) 
thwugh the gr.1ce of AvabkitesvJr.1. He composed tr'e ,\cll-knu,vl1 
Pan,ni-vv.1br.1nJ and ultim.1tely attaine(l Srav.1bbodhi" Vide Dlitt. 
Buddhist ~ Sects in India (Calclltta~ 1970, p.8) 
Long after Indi.1 ceased to be the homeland of the priests and pre-
achers S.1nskrit studies continued to flourish and thrive in the Land of 
Sno IYS, thanks to schobrs and pilgrims from the Himal,\\a,. 
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APPENDIX 
The eulogy which prefaces the book deserves reproduction 
in extenso. A few wonls in the beginning are now illegible. 
The eulogy is comFosecI in ~+r~~ metre. The Sanskrit 
is transcribed at first in "Ranjana" and "Vartula" ~cripts and then 
transcribed in Tibetan. bch line is followed by Tibetan meaning. 
We give below the Sanskrit version itl Devanagari as well as Tibeatn 
script followed by Tibetan rendering. 
trTrf!l[: I{(HiilTq Sl'f~Flfl:ri:p:ft<t q(t ~Nrr~~: I 
~ir~! +j'~3'~ ~~~';:i'7'~'cTj' Ii'-!, .,cr'!J11i ~ 1 ri ~_ --:1 J r:.:~-...6 
......- -. '='" -.- -. "" ""-"'.:j=l')·~~·Q,::rr.l.r~'1~r.:j~·~~·::T]c::·~~·!:r~·If-!'\·'4·~ ~.~q 
'-fr'f)l<aTi5fiT~ ~~~~"{mTf"FF~ ~fl':f: I 
~.~ ~"'&r''Tl'~''4'~'~'~'~'a'5i'~' 5' 1~ ~ 1 
r ...... r':.. W ~ r..... r-."" J+ 
~ -. - ~ eo- ,,~ ......-. 
'\t!r:.r ~!~',q'!l ~r~r::r~'~ ~C::'~5i~r~5i' ~~'l~~' .qC\'~ij, Qj'CIl~ ''''!et;", 11 
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